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Abstract 
Somewhat of a growth industry these days, theoretical formulations of the poetics of autobiography by 
and large continue to ignore post-colonial writings even though many of the texts emerging from these 
locations, particularly in the past twenty years, are 'life-writings' .1 Generally, EuroAmerican autobiography 
theory focuses on its own cosmopolitan space. Displaying an all too familiar geographic and ethnocentric 
bias, theory is made in the West and it speaks of the West. Because of this bias, theory tends to ignore 
the issue of place- that is, spatial and geographic location -as a constitutive element of the 
autobiographical '1'. Where the 'I' is, theory says, doesn't really matter. But this ignores the fact that literary 
texts are always deeply rooted in specific places and histories. It is my argument that spatial location is 
crucial to post-colonial autobiographical self-representation, and that the forgetting of the located ness of 
the subject speaks of an imperialist assumption of centrality that has never been possible for the post-
colonial writer. 
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Somewhat of a growth industry these days, theoretical formulations of the 
poetics of autobiography by and large continue to ignore post-colonial 
writings even though many of the texts emerging from these locations, 
particularly in the past twenty years, are 'life-writings' .1 Generally, Euro-
American autobiography theory focuses on its own cosmopolitan space. 
Displaying an all too familiar geographic and ethnocentric bias, theory is 
made in the West and it speaks of the West. Because of this bias, theory 
tends to ignore the issue of place- that is, spatial and geographic location 
-as a constitutive element of the autobiographical '1'. Where the 'I' is, 
theory says, doesn't really matter. But this ignores the fact that literary 
texts are always deeply rooted in specific places and histories. It is my 
argument that spatial location is crucial to post-colonial autobiographical 
self-representation, and that the forgetting of the located ness of the subject 
speaks of an imperialist assumption of centrality that has never been 
possible for the post-colonial writer. 
The problem as I see it is a foundational one: the poetics of auto-
biography has been produced by a critical enterprise that creates theory 
through divergent readings of the same corpus of texts. In the European 
tradition, these would include autobiographies by St. Augustine, John 
Bunyan, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Cardinal John Henry Newman, John 
Stuart Mill, W.B. Yeats and the more recent French autobiographies of 
Michel Leiris and Roland Barthes. In the American tradition, au tobio-
graphies by Benjamin Franklin, Henry David Thoreau, Henry James, and 
Henry Adams are the core texts. Important challenges have been made to 
this heavily white and masculine canon;2 nevertheless, the 'great' auto-
biographies, and the theories that have evolved to describe and explain 
them, have been consistently occupied with the same three issues: the 
problems of truth, time, and form. 
To support this broad generalization, I will briefly sketch out what the 
central debates within autobiography studies have been. First there are the 
critics such as James Olney} Roy PascaV and Paul John Eakin5 who are 
concerned with the problem of truth in autobiography. Not surprisingly, 
truth- partly because of the vagaries of memory- is a slippery thing, and 
so the question for these critics is not 'is it true?' but 'what kind of truth 
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is it?' The argument here is basically that in the process of writing his life, 
the autobiographer makes a new, metaphoric truth. This special truth, 
which conforms to some inner vision of the self, organizes and gives 
meaning to the life. 
The second variety or school of autobiography theory is equally con-
cerned with patterns and meanings but finds those patterns in temporal 
moments. This group includes both the various histories of the develop-
ment of the genre and critical analyses that see the autobiographical 
project itself as a fundamentally periodic or historic enterprise. Of the 
latter category, Susanna Egan's Patterns of Experience in Autobiograph!/ is 
paradigmatic. Egan argues that autobiography re-presents a personal quest 
where the autobiographer traces his life by organizing the narrative ac-
cording to significant stages. These stages she names childhood, youth, 
and maturity, thus producing a developmental, organicist model of auto-
biography. 
The third and final group, which pledges allegiance to post-structuralist 
literary theory, distrusts both the notions of 'truth' and 'meaning' and 
argues instead that 'form' is the thing. Here the graphe is important, not 
the bios. Certain that to interrogate the referentiality of the 'I' is to ask the 
wrong question, this group of critics - among whom are Paul de Man/ 
Jeffrey Mehlman,8 and Michael Sprinker'- focuses on the 'I' as a signifier, 
an enunciative site in discourse, not a marker of presence. 
Recognizable at the heart of each of these critical projects is the matter 
of the 'human subject'. Different as these approaches are, they create a 
peculiar kind of subject, one that I call an unlocated subject. If life is a 
journey, and autobiography fundamentally a quest narrative, then that 
journey to this point at least has been imagined as a temporal or meta-
physical or linguistic voyage, not a spatial one. Details of place, it has been 
commonly assumed, are mainly set-dressing, not significant constitutive 
elements of the autobiographical '1'.10 James Olney's comment on this 
point is perhaps the most succinct and revealing of the bias I have been 
describing: 
though it treats often of specific places and times and individuals, and must do so 
to make its experience real, autobiography is more universal than it is local, more 
timeless than historic, and more poetic in its significance than merely personal.11 
Here we have it then: the universal, de-personalized, non-localized subject, 
an autobiographical subject that is, curiously, no place. 
I do not want to suggest that critics of the poetics of autobiography have 
exercised a certain wilful blindness with regard to the issue of place in the 
representation of identity. If theory has taken this direction it is because 
the canonical texts themselves tend to underplay the geographical posi-
tioning of the 'I'. Why is this so? Because these autobiographical subjects 
are securely positioned within absolutely central, powerful, and known 
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territories: the Roman Empire, France, England. Rousseau or Mill don't 
have to self-consciously contextualize themselves because the space that 
they occupy is itself taken for granted. It is the site of Western culture. 
Not so for the African, Jamaican, or Canadian autobiographer to whom 
the intersection of language and place is at the very centre of post-colonial 
identity politics. Always aware that his or her place has at one time been 
marked red on the imperial map, and that views of both 'home' and 
'away' have been configured and frequently distorted by the colonial past 
(and, perhaps, the neo-colonial present), autobiographers from these loca-
tions struggle to construct a viable representation of the 'self' as a located 
'self. At stake here is more than local colour, painting in words a land-
scape against which the 'I' can authentically figure. The post-colonial 
autobiographer is engaged in a project of imaginative possession of place, 
an act of self-articulation at once necessitated by and working in opposi-
tion to the invasion of both territory and mind enacted by Europe upon 
colonial space. 
Geographic position, as I have suggested, has particular valency for post-
colonial subjects since their home locations have been historically con-
structed as peripheral. And, as critics such as Paul Carter/2 Martin Leer/3 
and Graham Huggan,14 have argued, tropes of maps and mapping- rep-
resentations of a spatial sensibility- recur in post-colonial literatures. But 
spatial location also has meaning at the micro level. Spaces 'speak'. They 
are coded, meaningful signs. Spaces are permitted or taboo, safe or unsafe 
(every woman is finely attuned to these differences). They are measured, 
hierarchized, gendered. They mark race, ethnicity, and class- I am think-
ing here of the meanings of the ghetto or of being on 'the wrong side of 
the tracks'. Location positions the subject socially. And, of course, the 
specific meanings of spaces are culturally specific and culturally mediated. 
The relation of self to place, then, is not natural; rather space operates in 
discursive fields, and our understanding of our position within certain 
spaces or places, and also how others position us, is always mediated. 
Further, where you are determines what you say. Location makes available 
certain discourses and not others, certain languages and not others. The 
located autobiographical subject produces utterances that could not have 
the same meaning elsewhere. This does not mean, however, that particular 
locations- say, nations - produce singular, homogeneous identities. In-
deed, a variety of discourses interact with the discourse of space, so that 
tbe located subject is figured at the intersection of multiple meanings. 
Two post-colonial autobiographies that speak to the differences of sub-
jects located within the same nation space are Hal Porter's The Watcher on 
file CAst-Iron Balcot1y15 and David Malouf's 12 Edmonstone Street.16 Both are 
Australian autobiographies that inscribe the peculiarly ambivalent identity 
common to the settler colony- the subject as de/colonized in relation to 
England but as colonizer in relation to indigenous peoples.17 However, in 
terms of the codification of Australian national identity, they are perhaps 
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atypical. Both refuse what is perhaps the paradigmatic narrative of Aus-
tralian male national identity - the story of the battler in the bush. That 
story has been told by another autobiographer, A.B. Facey in A Fortunate 
Life.18 Porter's and Maloufs texts are urban stories, about writers' 
identities formed primarily in the cities of Melbourne and Brisbane. 
What I offer here is not a detailed topographical analysis of each text, 
but a reading of the 'l-in-place' in a couple of key passages. Although each 
narrator moves over time, and, thus, the scene of identity shifts, the first 
childhood home figures prominently in each text. The house is an im-
portant trope in post-colonial writing particularly settler colony writing, 
for, as Helen Tiffin has argued, it is a figure of indigenization.19 The house 
is also a noisy place, discursively speaking, for it is one of the key sites 
where first messages about the world and one's place in it are received. 
The house distinguishes between internal and external space, and marks 
off the supposedly safe space of 'home'. Each room, corridor, wall, door, 
and object in the house signifies meanings to the child. 
Hal Porter's autobiography opens with a description of the suburban 
Melbourne house at 36 Bellair Street that seems to be a completely appro-
priate setting for the story of an 'I' that we might think of as a para-
digmatic white, middle-class Australian male of European ancestry. It is 
from the cast-iron balcony of this house that the narrator 'watches', direct-
ing his masterful gaze upon the scene, claiming all he sees as his own 
special territory. What he observes is a world heavily inflected by Europe, 
in fact, seen through objects and features of landscape that refer to a geo-
graphically distant but culturally present European order of value and 
knowledge. 
The house is filled with items that confirm that European presence: a 
'richly fringed saddlebag and Utrecht velvet suite', 'Nottingham lace cur-
tains', a 'Venetian double bed' (14) and other markers of Empire: 
small silk Union Jacks, a red-blotched map of the world, Pears' Soap, Epp's Cocoa, 
Lea and Perrins' Sauce, a chromo-lithograph of Edward VII and Queen Alexandra, 
Beecham's Pills, Mazawattee Tea canisters and stamped in purple inside wardrobes 
and drawers, the assurance Manufactured by European Labour Only. (21) 
Figured here is an economic structure that in part forms Australian 
society: Australian products, such as wool, are 'raw' and are exported; 
European products, which represent the finest of human achievement and 
define the domestic space of the middle-class Anglo-Australian home, are 
imported. Nothing appears to be made in Australia, including, implicitly, 
culture. 
Similarly, the scene that the 'watcher' surveys from his balcony is 
identifiably European in impression. His gaze takes in the Zoo, Prince's 
and Royal Parks (their very names signifying their allegiance), the Uni-
versity, and the Exhibition Buildings, but 
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(t]his prospect is less colonial Australian than eighteenth-century English in quality: 
billowy green trees, misty towers, even a shallow winding stream that starts and 
ends in obscurity like a painter's device. Southern Hemisphere clouds pile 
themselves up, up above, and take on Englishy oil-landscape tones .... (12) 
Staged here is not the immigrant misreading an unfamiliar New World 
landscape through foreign eyes, but a resident of Melbourne whose home 
town has been constructed and named according to English design. 
The observable world of the 'watcher', then, is a world in which space 
has been framed and filled up in very particular ways. The 'I' occupies a 
central position in this world, which is, in part, constituted by the others 
It excludes- Aboriginal peoples or non-Anglo-Celtic immigrants with the 
exception of one 'Dago' homosexual who is quickly rejected. This special, 
self-contained world is also the only one that will allow the budding 
young writer to emulate European models and choose poetry over foot-
ball, wine in a cafe over beer in the pub.20 Porter's Australia is a circum-
scribed Australia, defined by its relations to the 'mother country', England, 
and to its majority white Anglo population. It is an Australia that he can 
mmfortably occupy because he 'fits'. 
David Maloufs autobiography, on the other hand, presents an 'I' whose 
~ition within the nation space is a good deal more ambivalent. Like 
Porter's, Maloufs text opens with an extended representation of the 
remembered childhood house, but this time the house is a somewhat 
shabby, weatherboard building situated in a disreputable part of Brisbane. 
The city itself is less central than Porter's Melbourne since Queensland has 
never defined Australia in the same way that the southern coastal regions 
have. And to be in the wrong house in the wrong neighbourhood in the 
wrong city is to be automatically marked. 
The house at 12 Edmonstone Street stands in the no-man's land between 
train tracks. It is 'too close to the derelict, half-criminal life of Stanley 
Street where the abos were and to Musgrave Park with its swaggies and 
metho-drinkers' (4). This marginal space is where many immigrant fam-
Dies live, and Maloufs grandparents, non-English-speaking immigrants 
&om Lebanon, had settled there as others had before them. Even the archi-
tectural features of the house - the verandah with its 'evocation of the 
raised tent flap ... a formal confession that you are just one step up from 
nomads' (11) and the curious space under the house that the narrator asso-
ciates with exotic objects, such as a Chinese dictionary, and erotic experi-
l!N.'eS- suggest that the narrator's life contains elements that are foreign 
and unmentionable. 
On the first page, the narrator also draws attention to the fact that the 
house actually stands on top of a former Aboriginal burial ground. This 
is an acknowledgment that his own family story covers up and writes 
over an/other history an/ other occupation of territory. Here, then, the 
autobiographical Ts' relation to his specific site is self-consciously 
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established: he is implicated in a process of settlement and colonization of 
Australia which displaced and dispossessed indigenous peoples, even 
while he himself is marginalized by a primarily white, Anglo-Celtic popu-
lation because of his Middle Eastern origins. 
The final section of 12 Edmonstone Street dramatizes the narrator's sense 
of being Other, out-of-place, in his own home. As a child at a train station 
in 1944, the narrator observes a crowd clustered around a wagon that 
holds three Japanese POWs. The Japanese soldiers are both magnetic and 
repulsive. Everyone gathers and stares, but as they move away, they utter 
curses that 'were meant to express what was inexpressible, the vast gap 
of darkness they felt existed here- a distance between people that had 
nothing to do with actual space, or the fact that you were breathing, out 
here in the still night of Australia, the same air' (131). The narrator makes 
the connection here between the Japanese prisoners and his own non-
English-speaking Lebanese grandfather who, in 1941, had been arrested 
by the Commonwealth police as an enemy alien. Those same Australians 
who curse the Japanese once cursed the narrator's own family- and, by 
implication, him. This heritage, this precise awareness of non-paradigmatic 
language and race, disallows a secure sense of national identity. The nar-
rator's Lebaneseness, his difference (a difference that cannot be obliterated 
despite its being diluted by his English mother's blood) mark the autobio-
graphical '1' . And the comfortable fit between subject and place, between 
inscape and landscape, evident in Porter's text is not available in Malouf's. 
Australian autobiographers are concerned with issues of location, for 
they, and other post-colonial subjects, are acutely aware of the particular 
colonialist project that seeks to erase the specificity of place. Always aware 
that in the representations of world power systems they occupy 'peri· 
pheral' locations, these writers are more likely than Europeans to describe 
and define their particular places because their homes can never be mis-
taken as the 'universal home of man'. Moreover, in the Australian context, 
the particularly ambivalent position of the settler in what has always been 
occupied, not empty, 'New World' space forces the issue of belonging. 
This ambivalence has fostered an industry of identity-inventing, which 
could be read as a will to citizenship, a desire to define the land as one's 
own. However, as Richard White has argued,21 the construction of Austral-
ian identity has generally worked to secure the interests of the dominant 
group. Maloufs autobiography reminds us that there is no simple overlap 
between the 'I' and its location. There is, however, a necessary relation, 
especially in post-colonial contexts; for subject, place, and language form 
a nexus that is bound up with other political issues that have to do with 
appropriation and abrogation of both physical and psychic spaces. The 
l-in-place is always a negotiated subject. 
If 'mainstream' autobiography theory has not considered the subject as 1 
a located subject, then this forgetting is a foundational problem that points 
to the persistent refusal of Euro-American theory to adequately address 
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imperatives of specific, local, material, historical, and geographic dif-
A single poetics, a global theory, of autobiography will never be 
Rather, any reading of autobiographical texts must begin from 
ground up and be alert both to the idiosyncratic and to the shifting 
of that ground. I am arguing that the particular geographic and 
Wnn-cpatial location of the autobiographical 'I' must be read as an im-
element of textual identity, for all autobiographical subjects are loCJlted 
(even European ones). Recognizing this will help us to understand 
the location of the speaker- and that includes the critic- shapes all 
merances and the meanings they produce. 
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